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People, cars and other moving objects in videos generate time series data that can be labeled in

many ways. For example, classi¯ers can label motion tracks according to the object type, the

action being performed, or the trajectory of the motion. These labels can be generated for every
frame as long as the object stays in view, so object tracks can be modeled as Markov processes

with multiple noisy observation streams. A challenge in video recognition is to recover the true

state of the track (i.e. its class, action and trajectory) using Markov models without (a) counter-
factually assuming that the streams are independent or (b) creating a fully coupled Hidden

Markov Model (FCHMM) with an infeasibly large state space. This paper introduces a new

method for labeling sequences of hidden states. The method exploits external consistency

constraints among streams without modeling complex joint distributions between them. For
example, common sense semantics suggest that trees cannot walk. This is an example of an

external constraint between an object label (“tree”) and an action label (“walk”). The key to

exploiting external constraints is a new variation of the Viterbi algorithm which we call the

Viterbi–Segre (VS) algorithm. VS restricts the solution spaces of factorized HMMs to marginal
distributions that are compatible with joint distributions satisfying sets of external constraints.

Experiments on synthetic data show that VS does a better job of estimating true states with the

given observations than the traditional Viterbi algorithm applied to (a) factorized HMMs,
(b) FCHMMs, or (c) partially-coupled HMMs that model pairwise dependencies. We then show

that VS outperforms factorized and pairwise HMMs on real video data sets for which FCHMMs

cannot feasibly be trained.

Keywords : Hidden Markov models; video analysis; Segre variety.

1. Introduction

Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) model time series data. When there are multiple

streams of evidence, one approach to modeling these streams is to assume that they

are independent and model each stream with its own HMM.22 This approach has the
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advantage that the state spaces of the HMMs are relatively small, allowing the

HMMs to be trained on modest amounts of data. Unfortunately, the independence

assumption is usually not valid. An alternative is to create a single, fully coupled

HMM (FCHMM), where the state space is the cartesian product of labels.

FCHMMs can model arbitrary dependencies among labels, but unfortunately their

state spaces are so large that it is often infeasible to train them without over¯tting to

the available data. In between these two extremes are hybrid models that represent

some but not all possible dependencies.12,37 These systems have state spaces that are

larger than those of independent, factorized HMMs but smaller than those of

FCHMMs.

The goal of this paper is to couple multiple HMMs without needing more training

data by exploiting a priori knowledge about consistent and inconsistent combina-

tions of states. The approach is to train separate HMMs for every label stream,

thereby keeping the state spaces small and the need for training data low. At the

same time, external information in the form of binary constraint tensors � indicates

which combinations of states can never co-occur. This new source of information is

not learned from training samples, but is manually derived from external sources

such as ontologies. As the constrained tensor � integrates knowledge about consis-

tent and inconsistent combinations of states into HMMs, the method requires that

the state space is known a priori and the states have semantic meaning associated

with them.

Systems that model independent HMMs (also known as factorized HMMs) learn

marginal distributions, one for each label stream. In contrast, systems that model

FCHMMs learn a single, joint distribution across all label streams. Our approach is

based on the observation that the space of all joint distributions that can be factored

into independent marginal distributions is a Segre variety.21 Our system ¯nds the

distribution in the Segre variety that best describes the data while obeying the

consistency constraints. Because this distribution is a Segre variety, it can be fac-

tored into independent marginal distributions. This allows us to model each stream

independently while still exploiting consistency constraints among states.

The Viterbi–Segre (VS) algorithm infers the most likely sequence of states with

the given sequences of observations O, a tensor of constraints �, and factorized

HMMs modeling the individual streams. Conceptually, VS can be described as an

extension of the well-known Viterbi algorithm. The Viterbi algorithm produces a

vector A of probabilities at every timestep, where A½i� represents the probability of

the most likely sequence of states ending in state i. In the case of factorized HMMs,

such as the HMMs for object class, action and trajectory considered here, there are

multiple probability vectors (one for each label stream) that are concatenated to

form A. The VS algorithm constrains A for factorized systems to be consistent with

the constraints in �, even though � represents dependencies among streams. The

details of VS are presented in Sec. 4.3, with the most signi¯cant contribution being

the minimization problem de¯ned in Eq. (8).
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The proposed VS algorithm is evaluated ¯rst on synthetic data sets inspired by

real-world scenarios, and then on real data from the VIRAT dataset29 and a newer

Classroom data set. Synthetic data allow us to systematically vary the level of label

noise and the ratio of consistent to inconsistent combinations of states. It also allows

us to measure variance by running multiple trials at ¯xed levels of noise and con-

sistency. We compare VS to the standard Viterbi algorithm on factorized HMMs,

FCHMMs, and a partially coupled HMM proposed by Brand.13 VS outperforms all

three alternatives on the synthetic data across all levels of noise and inconsistency.

We then apply VS to the VIRAT video data set and a Classroom video data set and

show that it also improves performance on less-constrained, real-world data. It

should be noted that the goal of this paper is not to push the state-of-the-art on the

VIRAT dataset; that would best be accomplished by improving the motion tracks

and features extracted from the videos. Instead, we use previously published tracks

and features from VIRAT to demonstrate that VS infers labels more accurately than

factorized HMMs.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a motivating

example based on video interpretation problems in Computer Vision. Section 3

reviews the existing extensions of HMMs that integrate information from multiple

sources. Section 4 introduces a new formulation of HMMs that takes binary con-

straint knowledge into account and de¯nes the VS algorithm. A detailed description

of the synthetic data, VIRAT video dataset, Classroom video dataset and the ex-

perimental results are discussed in Sec. 5. Finally, concluding remarks are presented

in Sec. 6.

2. Motivating Example

Video interpretation often begins by extracting and tracking independently moving

objects, as depicted in Fig. 1. Moving objects represent potential actors of interest,

and analyzing their appearance and motion allows us to describe videos in terms of

actors, actions, and relations between them. Ultimately, the goal of programs such as

DARPA's Mind's Eye project is to automatically generate natural language

descriptions of unlabeled videos.18

In this context, motion tracks are the primary target of analysis. Motion tracks

are created when a moving object is detected, and continue for as long as the moving

object can be tracked. For example, a person might be detected when they walk into

the scene, and tracked until they become occluded, leave the ¯eld of view, or the

tracker fails. For each frame in a track, a region of interest (ROI) speci¯es a small

image chip that is centered and scaled on the moving object, as shown in the bottom

row of Fig. 1. Each track can therefore be thought of as its own short, small movie,

centered on a single actor and with relative positions to other tracks. The video as a

whole is then analyzed in terms of these tracks.

Tracks can be labeled in many ways. The most common goal is to recognize the

type of object being tracked, for example whether it is a person, a car, or just a tree
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swaying in the wind. Many classi¯ers have been developed that analyze image chips

and return the label of the most likely object class,20,27 and these labels generally

correspond to nouns, e.g. person or vehicle. Action recognition is another goal leading

to another set of labels. Techniques have been developed to label still images11,32 and

brief video snippets25,30,36,42 according to the actions they portray. In this case, the

labels correspond to verbs rather than nouns, for example walk, stand or sway.

Yet another goal is to label tracks according to their position or relative positions,35

such as when a track reaches a doorway or when two tracks meet. In this case,

the classi¯ers analyze the track trajectories and the labels correspond to preposi-

tional phrases, such as at X or toward Y. There are, of course, still other ways to

categorize and label object tracks, but we focus on these three types of labels —

object labels, action labels and trajectory labels — since they provide nouns, verbs

and prepositions that can be used to generate natural language descriptions of

videos.

Object tracks are examples of time series data with multiple, noisy label streams.

As already mentioned, one approach to managing noise in label streams is to assume

that the labeling processes are independent of each other and use HMMs to smooth

each label stream independently.22 Unfortunately, the independence assumption is

not valid. The tree walks is nonsense precisely because the choice of actor is not

independent of the choice of action. Prepositions have similar dependencies; consider

the nonsense sentence the tree stood toward the door. Another alternative is to model

tracks using FCHMMs, where the state space is the cartesian product of labels. For

example, the state space might be all possible combinations of object labels with

action labels and trajectory labels. FCHMMs can model arbitrary dependencies

Fig. 1. The top row shows three frames from a video, with the ROIs corresponding to a moving object

outlined in red. The bottom row shows the expanded versions of 10 ROIs from the same track. Object

tracks are the primary target of analysis in video interpretation, with the goal of recognizing object classes
(in this case person), actions (walking) and trajectories (to the left) (color online).
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among labels, but unfortunately their state spaces are so large that it is generally

infeasible to train them without over¯tting to the available data.

In contrast, we train separate HMMs for every label stream, thereby keeping the

state spaces small and the need for training data low. However, we assume a new

source of information in the form of a binary constraint tensor � that indicates which

cartesian tuples are consistent, and which are not. For example, (person, walk, left) is

consistent, but (tree, walk, left) is not. � is not learned from training samples, but

could be derived instead from external sources of knowledge, such as linguistic

knowledge bases that indicate which combinations of nouns, verbs and prepositions

are allowed.2,19,38 In the context of this paper, � was built manually.

3. Related Work

The work by Yu et al.48 and Siddharth et al.39 is the closest to ours in terms of goals

and application domain. Like this paper, they aim to integrate natural language

concepts with computer vision, although the role of language in the two systems is

di®erent. Siddharth et al. extend the simultaneous object detection, tracking and

event recognition work by Barbu et al.3 to recognize complex events that have

multiple predicates by exploiting the similarities in the compositional structure of

language and events. Given a sentence, a video, and a lexicon, their system detects

the activity given by the sentence in the video. If the activity in the video is un-

known, the algorithm systematically searches the space of all possible sentences that

can be generated by a context-free grammar and ¯nds the sentence that has the

maximum score. Unfortunately, in a real-world setting, the search space may be

large, and the method relies on having a speci¯c object detector for every possible

object in the lexicon.

More relevant to the algorithm developed in this work is the extensive literature

on HMMs. HMMs have a long history in both computer vision and natural language,

but they have limitations when modeling interacting processes. Many real-world

signals are generated by processes with multiple underlying variables. These pro-

cesses generate multiple channels of data which may be dependent or independent.

The resulting signals have structure in both time and space.

HMMs estimate probability distributions over the possible states of a single

hidden variable, given time series data. When the data are generated by processes

with multiple hidden variables, there are two common approaches. One is to combine

the hidden variables into a single hidden variable, whose possible states are the

cartesian product of the states of the source variables. For example, if the hidden

variables correspond to the object, action and trajectory of a video track, states of

the combined variable would be 3-tuples of objects, actions and trajectories. The

resulting HMM is called an FCHMM. Unfortunately, the number of possible states is

exponential in the number of chains. The complexity of FCHMMs is untenable, not

only because the state space is large, but also because of the enormous amounts of

data required to train such a system. The number of parameters to be estimated in
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the state transition matrix alone is the square of the number of states. Since the

number of states is exponential in the number of chains, the number of parameters to

estimate becomes huge very quickly, with the result that there is often insu±cient

data, leading to undersampling.

An alternative approach is to model each variable with an independent HMM and

couple their outputs. These models are called factorial HMMs (FHMMs).23 This is

the weakest form of coupling and is suited for modeling data from independent

processes. The number of states in an FHMM is linear in the number of chains.

Although FHMMs can model multiple independent processes, many applications

have multiple channels of data that carry complementary information. Modeling

such data with FHMMs is inappropriate as interactions among processes are modeled

as noise.

Coupled HMMs (CHMMs) are another framework to model data from multiple

dependent processes. CHMMs capture more parameters than FHMMs, but not as

many as FCHMMs. CHMMs are appropriate to model processes that have their own

internal dynamics but in°uence each other. In a CHMM, a state at time t depends on

states at time t� 1 of all chains. Di®erent versions of CHMMs are proposed by Rezek

et al.,33,34 Brand et al.12,13 and Zhong and Ghosh.49 Each of these models captures

di®erent additional parameters. Brand's model,13 which introduces additional

parameters to represent pairwise dependencies, is used for comparison in this paper.

In recent years, HMMs have become more prominent in computer vision research

as attention has shifted from still frames to video. HMMs are the most prominent

probabilistic grammars used for action recognition in computer vision. Yamato et al.

recognized the actions using discrete HMMs by representing sequences over a set of

vector quantized silhouette features.45 Bregler trained an HMM over a set of auto-

regressive models, each approximating linear motions of blobs in the video frame for

recognizing human dynamics in video sequence.14 Xia et al. recognized the actions

using histograms of three-dimensional (3D) joints and discrete HMMs.44

HMMs are also commonly used for gesture recognition. Starner and Pentland use

HMMs for real-time American sign language recognition.40 Presti et al. model the

gestures by using a set of HMMs, one for each gesture, trained using discriminative

approach that allows di®erent HMMs to share the same state space.31 Zhong et al.

use HMMs to recognize complex single hand gestures.46 Wang et al. also use HMMs

for dynamic gesture trajectory modeling and recognition.43 HMMs are also used to

detect activities involving multiple actors and actions. Zhou et al. use Multi-

Observation HMM to model trajectories and detect unusual events in crowded

scenes.50 Karaman et al. use hierarchical HMM to detect activities of daily living, by

the fusion of multi-modal visual and audio features.26 As already discussed, Yu et al.48

and Siddarth et al.39 also use HMMs to detect activities in video. Belgacem et al. use a

hybrid Conditional Random Field (CRF)/HMM for one-shot gesture learning.9 CRFs

are Markov models known for their discriminative ability and HMMs are generative

models used for modeling. CRFs and HMMs have complementary advantages and
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disadvantages and this hybrid model combines the advantages of bothmodels. Yu and

Deng proposed a similar hybrid model in speech recognition with CRF replaced by a

deep neural network for classi¯cation.47 However, none of these works tackle to

problem of fusing information across multiple interacting label streams.

4. Methodology

To explain the VS algorithm as clearly as possible, we describe it in three subsections.

The ¯rst presents the underlying concept without the math, while the second

introduces the notation and the third presents the algebraic description.

4.1. Concept

The Viterbi algorithm estimates the probability distributions. To be precise, it cal-

culates the probability of the most likely path from a start state to a state s at time t

for all s, and normalizes these probabilities across the states to sum to 1. From this, it

is possible to calculate the most likely state sequence with the given sequence of

observations. The VS algorithm has the same goal, except that there are multiple

hidden variables and the models are FHMMs (because FCHMMs are too expensive

to train). As an additional source of information, however, the VS algorithm has

access to constraints that specify which combinations of values are allowed (e.g.

person, walk, left) and which are incompatible (e.g. tree, walk, left).

The key to the VS algorithm lies in understanding the mapping between factorial

and fully coupled state spaces, as depicted in Fig. 2. States in a factorial system

represent the assignment of values to variables, and estimated probabilities over

these states represent marginal probability distributions, since the value of one

Fig. 2. A geometric illustration of the VS algorithm illustrating the mapping between marginal proba-

bilities (on the left) and joint distribution (on the right). The space of joint distribution that can be

factored into marginal distribution is a Segre Variety.
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variable is independent of the value of another. States in a fully coupled system

represent the assignments of tuples of values to tuples of variables, and estimated

probabilities assigned to these states represent joint distributions. Given a joint

distribution, a simple linear projection computes the corresponding marginal dis-

tribution. In the other direction, the mapping is ambiguous. Every marginal distri-

bution maps to at least one, and in general, many, possible joint distributions.

The constraints embodied in � veto certain n-tuples of values and thereby restrict

the set of possible joint distributions to those with zero probabilities for the incon-

sistent states. This matters even though we do not have a FCHMM to assign joint

distributions, because not all marginal distributions map to a joint distribution with

zero probabilities for the inconsistent states. In particular, the combination of

marginal distributions that map to an allowed joint distribution forms a Segre va-

riety.10,21 The VS algorithm restricts the estimated probabilities in the factorized

models to lie on this Segre variety. To be more precise, at every step, the probabilities

estimated on the basis of factorial models are replaced by the most similar proba-

bility distribution in the range of the allowed joint distributions.

4.2. Terminology

The following terminology is important for formally specifying the VS algorithm.

Data generated by a process are considered a chain in this paper. Examples of chains

include object, action and trajectory labels. The mutual information between the

chains is lost when they are interpreted independently. The VS algorithm presented

below exploits external knowledge of consistent and inconsistent combinations of

states to capture some of the mutual information among chains. The following ter-

minology is applicable to HMMs that fuse information from C chains:

. C: Number of chains.

. Set of states: S ¼ [C
c¼1S

ðcÞ, where S ðcÞ is the set of states for cth chain. The total

number of states jSj ¼ PC
c¼1 jS ðcÞj.

. Cartesian product states: S� ¼ �C
c¼1S

ðcÞ. Cartesian product states are all the

possible combinations of states from C chains. The total number of cartesian

product states jS�j ¼ QC
c¼1 jScj, where each state is a C-tuple.

. �A is the vector of transitional probability matrices: �A ¼ fA ð1Þ;Að2Þ; . . . ;AðCÞg.

. �B is the vector of observation probability matrices: �B ¼ fBð1Þ;Bð2Þ; . . . ;BðCÞg.

. �� is the vector of prior probability vectors: �� ¼ f� ð1Þ; �ð2Þ; . . . ; �ðCÞg.

. � is an unrolled binary constraint knowledge tensor of length jS�j such that for

each of the cartesian product states s 2 S�, the corresponding � value is 1 if the

state s is consistent, 0 otherwise:

�½i� ¼ 1; S�
i is consistent;

0; otherwise:

�
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Having de¯ned the above terminology, the proposed HMM is de¯ned as

�� ¼ ð �A; �B; ��; �ÞC .

4.3. VS algorithm

The Viterbi algorithm is a dynamic programming algorithm that ¯nds the most

likely sequence of states without explicitly searching the space of all possible state

sequences. The VS algorithm extends the standard Viterbi algorithm to integrate

data from multiple channels with not only just the HMMs �, but also an unrolled

tensor of binary consistency constraints �. The VS algorithm runs the standard

Viterbi algorithm on each chain as though they are independent. However, at every

timestep, the algorithm enforces consistency constraints across chains.

The standard Viterbi algorithm calculates the probability along a single path in a

chain c ending at a state S
ðcÞ
i , accounting for the ¯rst t observations. The probability

is represented by �
ðcÞ
t ðiÞ. At a given timestep, this value can be calculated for every

state s 2 S. Let �t be the vector of the probabilities for all states s 2 S at time t as

shown in Eq. (1). Let �t be the probability vector for all states if the chains are

coupled as a FCHMM as shown in Eq. (2). �t can be considered as a point in jSj
space (factorial state space). Similarly, �t can be considered as a point in jS�j space
(cartesian state space):

�t ¼ f� ðcÞt ðiÞg; 8S ðcÞ
i 2 S; ð1Þ

�t ¼ f�tðiÞg; 8Si 2 S�: ð2Þ
Unfortunately, the HMMs are trained and run in factorial state space and�t does

not re°ect the inconsistencies in �, since inconsistencies are a form of dependency

among chains. Assuming that the chains are independent, one can generate the

probability values in cartesian state space �t as shown in Eq. (3). This probability

vector in cartesian state space lies on a Segre variety,10,21 hence the algorithm name.

Mathematically, the Segre morphism de¯ned as �n;m : Pn � Pm ! Pðnþ1Þðmþ1Þ�1

takes a pair of points ð½x�; ½y�Þ to their product ð½x0 : x1 : � � � : xn�; ½y0 : y1 : � � � :
ym�Þ 7! ½x0y0 : x1y0 : � � � : xnym� and the image of the Segre map is a Segre variety

and is de¯ned as
P

n;m ¼ �n;mðPn � PmÞ24:

P ðS�Þ ¼
OC
c¼1

P ðS ðcÞÞ: ð3Þ

The fully coupled probability vectors can be projected back to the factorial state

space. The probability of a state S
ðcÞ
i in factorial state space is the sum of proba-

bilities of all states in cartesian state space S� that has state S
ðcÞ
i in it. Mathemat-

ically, the probability of a state in factorial state space is calculated from the

probabilities in cartesian state space by Eq. (4). If the probability vector in the

cartesian state space lies on the Segre variety, the probability vector can be
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re-divided into C-independent vectors by the following equation:

P ðS ðcÞ
i Þ ¼

XjS�j

j¼1

S
ðcÞ
i 2 S�

j

P ðS�
j Þ; ð4Þ

where S
ðcÞ
i 2 S�

j shows that the state S
ðcÞ
i in factorial state space is in the C-tuple of

a state in cartesian state space S�
j .

Equation (4) can be written as a linear combination of cartesian state probabil-

ities where the corresponding weights are either 0 or 1. Therefore, there exists a

matrix � that projects the probability vector from a cartesian state space to a fac-

torial state space. The dimensions of � matrix are jSj � jS�j. The rows of � matrix

are indexed by the states S, whereas the columns are indexed by the cartesian states

S�. The values of the �matrix are ¯lled with binary values based on Eq. (4) as shown

in the following equation:

�½i�½j� ¼ 1 if Si 2 S�
j ;

0 otherwise:

�
ð5Þ

Having de¯ned �;� and �, the probability vector � in the cartesian state space

can be projected to the probability vector � in the factorial state space as

� ¼ ��: ð6Þ
As the probabilities in factorial state space do not re°ect the inconsistencies in �,

they can be projected on to the Segre variety in cartesian state space assuming

independence. When the probability of all the inconsistent states is set to zero, as

shown in Eq. (7), the probability vector is pushed away from the Segre variety. The

resulting probability vector cannot be re-divided into C-independent vectors.

P ðS�Þ ¼ ��
OC
c¼1

P ðS ðcÞÞ: ð7Þ

The VS algorithm ¯nds probability vectors over the factorial state space that are

consistent with at least one joint distribution over the cartesian state space that

satis¯es the consistency constraints. Since many distributions are the projections of

conforming joint distributions, the VS algorithm sets up a minimization problem to

¯nd the closest such distribution to the original estimate of the factorial model.

The probability vector � is the vector that abides by the consistency constraints �

and minimizes the Frobenius norm between � and the projection of � onto the

factorial state space. Let fð�; �; �Þ be a function that projects the probabilities from

the factorial state space to a fully coupled state space by imposing binary consistency

constraints. The optimization problem can be written as

fð�; �; �Þ ¼ Min jj�� ��jjF ;
such that 1 � � ¼ 1 and � � 0 and 1 � ðð1� �Þ � �Þ ¼ 0:

ð8Þ
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The constraint 1 � � ¼ 1 makes sure that the probabilities of � sum to 1. The

constraints � � 0 and 1 � � ¼ 1 constrain the probability values to be between 0 and

1 inclusive. 1 � ðð1� �Þ � �Þ ¼ 0 imposes the consistency constraints in �. Equa-

tion (8) can be solved by any convex optimization solver; we use CVXPY.17

Algorithm 4.1 gives the pseudo code for the proposed algorithm. Conceptually,

the algorithm is similar to running the standard Viterbi algorithm in every chain.

But, at every timestep, the optimization function de¯ned in Eq. (8) is applied, and

the resultant vector is projected back as shown in Eq. (6). The steps represented by

red color in the algorithm shows our contribution to enforce the consistency con-

straints �. The optimization method used in lines three and eight of the algorithm is

any linear optimization method that can solve the optimization problem laid out in

Eq. (8). Other steps (Initialization, Viterbi Step, and Backtracking) are the standard

Viterbi algorithm steps, except that the steps are applied to multiple chains. These

methods are presented in appendix.

4.3.1. Complexity analysis

The VS algorithm is described above and is shown in Algorithm 4.1. The time

complexity of applying VS to multiple chains is OðT ðjSmaxj2C þ jSj3:5lnð��1ÞÞÞ,

Algorithm 4.1. VS Algorithm
Input: An HMM λκ = (Ā, B̄, π̄, κ)C ;

Factorial states S;
Cartesian states S⊗;
A sequence of observed symbols: O = {O(1), O(2), . . . , O(C)}, where O(c) = O

(c)
1

O
(c)
2 O

(c)
3 ...O

(c)
T ;

Output: An array Q of length C × T , where each row is indexed by a chain, and
each column is indexed by a timestep. The Q array holds the indices of most
likely states that generates the observation sequence O.

1: ρ, SEQSCORE, BACKPTR = INITIALIZE(S, S⊗, π̄)
2: ∆ = SEQSCORE[:, 1]
3: Ω = OPTIMIZE(∆, ρ, κ)
4: SEQSCORE[:, 1] = ρΩ
5: for t = 2 to T do
6: SEQSCORE, BACKPTR

= VITERBI STEP(SEQSCORE, BACKPTR, λκ, t, Ot)
7: ∆ = SEQSCORE[:, t]
8: Ω = OPTIMIZE(∆, ρ, κ)
9: SEQSCORE[:, t] = ρΩ

10: end for
11: Q = BACKTRACK(SEQSCORE, BACKPTR, C, S)
12: return Q
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where T is the sequence length, jSmaxj is the maximum number of states for a chain

(jSmaxj ¼ maxC
c¼1 jS ðcÞj), C is the number of chains, jSj is the total number of states

in all chains (jSj ¼ PC
c¼1 jS ðcÞj), and � is the optimization error. The complexity of

calculating best score probability for paths ending at di®erent states at a timestep t is

OðjSmaxj2C þ jSj3:5lnð��1ÞÞ. This involves running Viterbi step (OðjSmaxj2) for all

channels resulting in OðjSmaxj2CÞ complexity. An optimization step is then per-

formed to integrate consistency constraints and the complexity of solving conic

quadratic problems is OðjSj3:5 lnð��1ÞÞ.1
The complexity of solving conic quadratic problems being OðjSj3:5 lnð��1ÞÞ is a

theoretical result. In practice, the complexity is less as the optimization is usually

solved in 10 to 100 iterations.1 On an average, it takes around 0.04 s to run the

Viterbi algorithm on a sequence of length 100 (on a FHMM with 3 chains of 5, 5, and

3 states), whereas it takes around 0.8 s to run VS on sequences of length 100 on a

Macbook Pro with 2.2GHz Intel Core i7 processor, running python with no paral-

lelization or other code optimizations.

The space complexity of VS is OðjS�j þ jSjT Þ. The Viterbi algorithm calculates

the best score probabilities for paths ending at di®erent states across all timesteps

requiring OðjSjÞ space per timestep. In addition, VS requires a binary knowledge

tensor � of length jS�j, where jS�j ¼ QC
c¼1 jScj and the optimization step involves

projecting the probabilities in factorial space to the Segre variety in cartesian state

space at every timestep. So, the total space complexity of VS is OðjS�j þ jSjT Þ.

4.4. Baum–Welch–Segre algorithm

The Baum–Welch algorithm5,6,8,28 is used to train HMMs to maximize the proba-

bility of a given observation sequence using the Expectation Maximization method.16

The Baum–Welch algorithm is guaranteed to converge to a local optimum.7 The

updated model, if not converged, results in better probability of given observation

sequence than the previous model, i.e. P ðOj��Þ � P ðOj�).7,8 The initial model is

crucial for training, as the Baum–Welch algorithm ¯nds a local optima.

Similar to the VS algorithm, the Baum–Welch algorithm can be extended to train

HMMs by integrating data from multiple channels along with the consistency con-

straints. The extended Baum–Welch (Baum–Welch–Segre) algorithm learns the

same parameters as an FHMM, but the consistency constraints are weakly embedded

within the parameters. The consistency constraints thus embedded do not need any

additional parameters.

We explored two variants of the Baum–Welch–Segre algorithm. The ¯rst variant

integrates the consistency constraints only at the beginning of training. Once the

HMM models for each chains are initialized as in the standard Baum–Welch algo-

rithm, the Baum–Welch–Segre algorithm enforces consistency constraints across the

initial models by posing it as an optimization problem similar to the one in Eq. (8).

Then, the models are trained as FHMMs using the Expectation Maximization
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algorithm. Integrating the consistency constraints after the models are initialized

results in a better starting state for the EM algorithm.

The second variant of the Baum–Welch–Segre algorithm integrates the consis-

tency constraints multiple times during the training of the HMMs. This variant of

the Baum–Welch–Segre algorithm starts as the above algorithm. But, once the

models converge, the consistency constraints are integrated and the chains are

trained once again. This process is repeated until the observation probability con-

verges between two runs.

Although the models trained by the Baum–Welch–Segre algorithm produce

marginally better results compared to the models trained by standard the Baum–

Welch algorithm, the results are not statistically signi¯cant. So, neither method is

recommended nor explained in great detail in this paper.

5. Experiments

The performance of VS is ¯rst evaluated on synthetic data and then on two real-

world datasets namely, the VIRAT dataset and the Classroom dataset. The VS

algorithm is run on models trained as FHMM. In FHMMs, the probability of the

observations is conditioned on the states in all chains. Figure 3 shows an FHMMwith

two chains, S and S 0. The probability of observation at time t is conditioned on the

states from two chains at time t, P ðOtjSt;S
0
tÞ.

Fig. 3. FHMM with two chains. The observation probabilities of FHMM are conditioned on the states in

both chains.
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The experiments on synthetic data are discussed in Sec. 5.1. The performance of

VS with respect to factorial Viterbi is evaluated on the real-world VIRAT video

dataset in Sec. 5.2 and Classroom dataset in Sec. 5.3.

5.1. Synthetic data

Synthetic data allow us to compare the VS algorithm to related algorithms under a

variety of controlled conditions. Synthetic data are generated in a way so as to mimic

labels from a computer vision system that generates natural language descriptions of

videos. Three sets of observations are generated for each class: object labels, action

labels and trajectory labels. Five object labels, ¯ve action labels and three trajectory

labels are included in the synthetic data, and these labels form the states and ob-

servation symbols for factorized HMMs. Note that the number of labels per chain was

kept small to make it feasible to train and run FCHMMs on the model.

5.1.1. Data generation

An FCHMM is used to generate synthetic observation data that mimics data from

dependent processes. The three chains above lead to an FCHMM with 75 states,

where each state is a 3-tuple of object, action and trajectory. The prior probability

table � is ¯lled by assuming that each state is equally likely to be the start state. The

transition probability matrix for the FCHMM is generated by Kronecker product of

the three individual transition probability matrices. The decoupled transition

probability matrices have a special structure inspired by the real world. In general,

the probability of any label changing from one timestep to the next is small, since

videos are captured at roughly 30 frames per second. Therefore the transition

probability matrices are diagonally dominant. To be more speci¯c, the object within

a track does not change very often at all. This only happens, for example, when

someone gets into a car and then drives o®, so that the track that initially followed a

person then follows a car. Actions change somewhat more often, although most

actions have a duration of at least a few seconds. At 30 frames per second, the

likelihood of action labels changing from one frame to another is low, although higher

than the likelihood of an appearance state change. Trajectory labels are the most

dynamic; imagine someone swaying back and forth. So, the diagonal entries of the

object, action and trajectory transition probability matrices are set to 0.8, 0.7 and

0.6, respectively. The other values are uniformly distributed such that the sum of the

probabilities of each row is 1. The Kronecker product of these three transition

probability matrices gives the FCHMM transition probability matrix.

In an ideal world where the classi¯ers were perfect, the classi¯er labels would

always correctly match the underlying states. In such an ideal world, the observation

probability matrix of the FCHMM would be an identity matrix. Unfortunately, real-

world classi¯ers often produce incorrect labels. Despite this noise, we still assume

that the observation probability matrix is diagonally dominant. Observation error,

i.e. the measure of how often a classi¯er assigns an incorrect label, is added to the
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observation probability matrix. This is done by setting the diagonal values as

1� error
100 and uniformly setting the o® diagonal values such that the sum of individual

rows is 1.

Some combinations of object, action and trajectory labels do not occur in real

world. For example, trees cannot walk. As these states do not occur, the respective

prior probabilities, the respective rows and columns in the transition table, and the

respective rows in observation table, are zeroed out. In addition, Gaussian noise is

added to the transition and observation probability matrices to introduce depen-

dencies among chains.

The synthetic data, both train and test, are created by running the FCHMM to

generate both a sequence of observations and a ground truth set of underlying states.

There are two variables in synthetic data generation — the number of inconsistent

states and the observation error. The percent of inconsistent states is varied from 0 to

80 in increments of 20. The inconsistent states are randomly selected based on the

percentage of inconsistent states. The observation error is varied between 20 and 80

in increments of 20. Fifteen sets of synthetic data are generated for each combination

of these two variables, yielding 300 di®erent datasets. The 640 sequences each of

length 100 are generated for each dataset. These sequences are divided into 5 sets of

128 sequences. A ¯ve-fold cross-validation is performed by training on 128 sequences

and testing on 512 sequences.

5.1.2. Experimental performance of VS on synthetic data

This section evaluates the performance of the proposed VS algorithm on synthetic

data. As VS integrates consistency constraints only at run-time, a trained HMM is

required to run the VS algorithm. The HMM is trained as an FHMM on 128

sequences of training data generated as discussed above using the standard Baum–

Welch algorithm. Then, the VS algorithm is run using the trained models as

FHMMs. Moreover, the standard Viterbi algorithm is run on individual chains to get

the results of FHMM. For comparison, FCHMM and Brand's version of a coupled

HMM (BCHMM) are also trained (on 128 sequences) and tested (on 512 sequences).

The FCHMM is trained using the standard Baum–Welch algorithm with the state

space being the cartesian product of state spaces from individual chains. The stan-

dard Viterbi algorithm is then run using the trained model and the cartesian state

space. BCHMM is trained and run based on the algorithms in Refs. 12 and 13. All

HMMs were trained on 128 sequences of length 100 and run on 512 sequences of

length 100. Figure 4 shows the results of the experiment.

Figure 4 shows four subplots, one for each level of observation error (20%, 40%,

60% and 80%). Each subplot shows the percentage of states correctly predicted

(accuracy) as a function of the percent of inconsistent states. A ¯ve-fold cross-

validation is done on 15 sets of synthetic data generated for every combination of

observation error and inconsistent state percentage; the error bars show the standard

deviation among the trials. The plots show that the performance of the VS algorithm
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is always better than the other models. Moreover, the relative performance gain

increases as the observation error grows. Apparently, the less reliable any given

observation is, the more important the consistency constraints become.

For a given level of observation error, the bene¯t of using the VS algorithm

increases as the number of inconsistent states increase. This increase in the perfor-

mance gain is due to the additional knowledge that can be integrated when large

numbers of states are inconsistent. Unfortunately, as the number of inconsistent

states increases, the standard deviation of the performance also increases. However,

the same behavior can be seen with the other HMMs as well. As the number of

inconsistent states increases, the search space becomes less smooth and develops

more local optima, resulting in a higher standard deviation across runs.

We can conclude that the VS algorithm is the highest performer in accuracy on

synthetic data, followed by FHMM, FCHMM and BCHMM. The poor performance

of BCHMM can be attributed to the way the task was de¯ned. BCHMM trains in

cartesian state space. But after every iteration, the model is factored to a factorial

space and projected back onto a cartesian state space. The algorithm captures the

dependencies between two chains in the factoring step. However, the synthetic data

Fig. 4. Performance of the VS algorithm, factorial Viterbi, fully coupled Viterbi and Brand's algorithm.

The plots show accuracy as a function of the percent of inconsistent states at di®erent levels of observation
noise.
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have dependencies among three chains that cannot be captured as two-way depen-

dencies. Moreover, training in cartesian space requires more training data and may

lead to over¯tting. As the BCHMM is being trained in cartesian state space, and as it

cannot capture the dependencies that exist between multiple chains, it performs

worse than other HMMs. Although FCHMM performs better than BCHMM, VS and

FHMM outperform FCHMM. It is interesting to note that although an FCHMMwas

used to generate the synthetic data, FCHMM is not the best performer. As already

discussed, FCHMMs train in cartesian state space and require enormous amounts of

training data. However, the HMMs in this experiment are trained on 128 sequences

of length 100. These data might be insu±cient to train a 75-state FCHMM resulting

in the poor performance of FCHMM on synthetic data. In contrast, FHMMs have

su±cient training data making them the second best model on synthetic data. VS has

su±cient training data and access to additional consistency constraints, so VS per-

forms the best on the synthetic data.

5.1.3. Performance of VS with partial knowledge of inconsistent states

The previous section showed that the proposed VS algorithm outperforms FHMM,

FCHMM and BCHMM on synthetic data by integrating consistency constraints

during inference. This section evaluates the performance of VS when only some of the

inconsistent states are known. The HMM is trained as an FHMM on 128 sequences of

training data as discussed in the previous section, and VS is run using the trained

FHMMmodels. VS requires a binary constraint knowledge tensor � that speci¯es the

consistent and inconsistent states. The consistent states are denoted by 1 and the

inconsistent ones are denoted by 0 in the binary tensor �. Partial knowledge of

inconsistent state con¯guration is given to the VS algorithm by marking a subset of

inconsistent states as consistent. The knowledge percentage signi¯es the percentage

of inconsistent states given to the VS algorithm. 0% knowledge speci¯es that no

knowledge of inconsistent states is provided to VS (all states are marked consistent),

and 100% knowledge speci¯es that the complete information of consistent and in-

consistent states (no inconsistent state is marked consistent) is given to VS.

We ran VS on 240 out of the 300 synthetic datasets generated in Sec. 5.1 (ex-

cluding 60 datasets that have 0% inconsistencies or no inconsistent labels) with

varying percentage of knowledge about inconsistent states. The knowledge per-

centage is varied between 0 and 100 in increments of 20. The synthetic data are

generated with 75 states and the percentage of inconsistent states in data generation

speci¯es the percentage of states that are inconsistent. The knowledge percentage

further speci¯es the percentage of these inconsistent states given to VS. For example,

the synthetic data generated with 40% inconsistent states have 30 inconsistent

states, and providing 40% knowledge on this synthetic data signi¯es randomly

selecting 60% (or 18 out of 30) of inconsistent states and marking them as consistent,

thereby giving information about only 12 inconsistent states.
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Figure 5 shows 16 subplots, one for each combination of inconsistent states (20%,

40%, 60% and 80%) and observation error (20%, 40%, 60% and 80%). Each subplot

shows the percentage of states correctly predicted (accuracy) as a function of the

percent of knowledge of inconsistent states given to VS. For each combination of

inconsistent states and observation error, 15 sets of synthetic data are generated and

a ¯ve-fold cross-validation is performed on each of these 15 sets, resulting in 75 train

and test datasets, as discussed in Sec. 5.1. For each dataset, we randomly select some

inconsistent states based on the percentage of knowledge and make them consistent.

This process is repeated 15 times; the error bars signify the standard deviation over

1125 runs (15 sets of synthetic data� 5 cross-validation� 15 trials). The plots show

that as the knowledge of inconsistent states given to VS increases, the accuracy

increases. VS performs best when it is provided with all the information of consistent

and inconsistent states. When no knowledge (0%) of inconsistent states is provided

(all states are consistent), the performance of VS is equal to the performance of

FHMM.

5.2. VIRAT dataset

Having seen that VS outperforms other HMMs on synthetic data, we evaluate its

performance on real-world data from the VIRAT video dataset.29 VIRAT contains

329 outdoor videos with naturally occurring events. The events involve interactions

Fig. 5. Performance of the VS algorithm with di®erent percentages of knowledge of inconsistent states

given a priori. Each plot corresponds to a di®erent combination of observation error and percentage of

inconsistent states, with observation error increasing to the right and percentage of inconsistent states

increasing down the columns. Each plot shows accuracy as a function of the percentage of inconsistent
states knowledge given to VS.
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between multiple actors, vehicles and facilities. Snapshots of di®erent scenes from the

VIRAT dataset are shown in Fig. 6. The dataset includes object tracks with ground

truth annotations that label objects and actions, but not trajectories. There are

annotations for ¯ve objects: person, car, vehicle, object and bike. There are also

annotations for 11 events: load, unload, open, close, get-in, get-out, gesture, carry,

run, enter and exit. Unfortunately, not all tracks are annotated with actions, forcing

us to infer ground truth action labels as described below.

5.2.1. Training protocol

As the VIRAT dataset comes with object tracks with ground truth annotations, we

use the provided object tracks to keep the experimental evaluation clean. To apply

VS to VIRAT, we need classi¯ers to assign object and action labels (observations) to

frames of VIRAT object tracks. We train two separate classi¯ers, one for objects and

one for actions. To avoid testing on training data, we adopt the ¯ve-fold cross-

validation protocol recommended for VIRAT.41 On each trial, we train a support

vector machine (SVM) classi¯er to assign object labels to track frames. The input

features are concatenations of scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT) and local

binary pattern (LBP) features extracted from the track frame, and the output is one

of the ¯ve object labels.

The action classi¯er is a little more complicated. Although appearance labels are

provided for all tracks in the training data, only a handful of tracks have action

labels, and then only at speci¯c moments. In other words, ground truth action labels

Fig. 6. Di®erent scenes from VIRAT dataset.
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are not provided for every frame of every track. Therefore, additional ground truth

action labels are generated automatically based on appearance labels and trajecto-

ries, as shown in Table 1. This results in more training data and four additional

action labels: walk, drive, carry and ride. Actions are classi¯ed using an approximate

nearest neighbor classi¯er.30 The classi¯er models time windows as points on a

Grassmann manifold, and measures geodesic distances between video snippets on the

manifold.

Trajectory labels are also required for VS. Simple trajectory labels (still,move and

translate) are calculated based on the displacement of the track over 48 frames

(�1:5 s). Trajectory label still refers to a track that does not move at all. Move label

is assigned to tracks that move back and forth. Such tracks have absolute motion,

but their relative motion is still zero. Tracks that have both absolute motion and

relative motion are labeled with trajectory label translate. As ground truth data for

trajectory labels are not available, the quality of these labels is not evaluated below.

Once appearance, action and trajectory classi¯ers are trained, FHMMs are

trained on the appearance, action and trajectory chains using the Baum–Welch

algorithm. Consistency constraints � for the VS algorithm were inferred once man-

ually from the label semantics. For example, people walk but cars drive.

5.2.2. Experimental performance

On every trial, FHMMs are trained as described above, and tested (1) as independent

HMMs using the Viterbi algorithm and (2) as consistent HMMs using the VS al-

gorithm. FCHMMs are not used for evaluation as the cartesian state space of VIRAT

dataset is large (5 appearance labels 	 15 action labels 	 3 trajectory labels ¼ 225

states) and requires large amounts of training data to perform comparatively to VS

and FHMM. Figure 7 shows the label accuracy of both methods on VIRAT ap-

pearance labels. In general, VS is more accurate than Viterbi. Although the di®er-

ence is small (92:16%
 0:5% versus 88:64%
 0:9%), VS is more accurate than

Viterbi for all ¯ve object classes. As the label bike is part of many inconsistent states,

it shows the greatest performance improvement. Although the label vehicle is also

highly constrained, it shares many of the same consistent labels with cars, so its

improvement is less.

The performance of VS and Viterbi on action labels is shown in Fig. 8. Once again,

VS outperforms Viterbi overall (84:02%
 2:1% to 74:05%
 3:6%) and is better

than or equal to Viterbi on every action label. In general, the performance increase is

Table 1. Method for inferring ground truth action labels
from ground truth appearance labels and trajectories,

when no ground truth label is otherwise provided.

Person Car Vehicles Object Bike

Still Still Still Still Still Still

Motion Walk Drive Drive Carry Ride
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Fig. 7. Performance of the VS algorithm and factorial Viterbi algorithm on appearance labels of VIRAT

dataset.

Fig. 8. Performance of the VS algorithm and factorial Viterbi algorithm on action labels of VIRAT

dataset.
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better for actions than for objects, in part because the observation noise is greater

and in part because some actions are highly constrained in terms of actions and/or

trajectories. For example, ride is only consistent with (bike, translate) while drive is

only consistent with (car, translate) and (vehicles, translate). As a result, these labels

see the most improvement. Although the labels gesture, enter and exit are only

consistent with person, they are consistent with all trajectory labels, and person is

consistent with many other actions, so the gain is less.

Although VS improves accuracy for both object and action labels, its goal is to

improve the accuracy of tuples. In other words, it tries to maximize the number of

frames for which both the object and action labels are correct. Figure 9 shows the

performance of VS over ¯ve signi¯cantly improved tuples, and for tuples overall. The

¯gure shows that the tuple (bike, ride) becomes much more accurate, which stems

from the consistency constraints bike and ride participate in. This improvement is

also re°ected in the performance gain of bike in Fig. 7 and ride in Fig. 8. VS improved

the performance of tuple (object, still) as well, although the accuracy gain for the

label object is not large in Fig. 7. We conclude that VS improves the action label still

for objects with the help of trajectory labels (motion information). Overall, the

accuracy of tuples improves from 67:84%
 3:47% to 78:42%
 1:7%.

Fig. 9. Performance of the VS algorithm and factorial Viterbi algorithm on tuple labels of VIRAT

dataset.
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5.3. Classroom dataset

The VS algorithm outperformed FHMM on the VIRAT dataset. However, the object

tracks for the VIRAT dataset were already provided, thus the classi¯ers predicted

the object and action tracks with good accuracy. VS algorithm then improved the

results further. To evaluate the performance of VS algorithm when there is high noise

in the input label stream, we run the VS algorithm on a Classroom dataset that does

not have manually annotated object tracks.

The Classroom dataset contains video data collected in a single day in one-fourth

grade classroom during the Fall of 2013. The videos were recorded mid-week during a

typical school day when no special events were taking place. The classroom was

participating in the USDA-funded Fuel For Fun study, which is a school and family-

based obesity prevention e®ort that utilizes experiential cooking and tasting cur-

ricula as well as active recess lessons within the school environment.15 Video data

were collected during the baseline assessment of the Fuel for Fun study, and thus no

intervention components had been delivered prior to video data collection. Con-

current with video data collection, children wore GENEActiv devices, and acceler-

ometer data were recorded at a sampling frequency of 75Hz. A video camera (GoPro,

San Mateo, CA) was mounted on the ceiling in the corner of the classroom prior to

students' arrival for the day. At the start of the school day, the teacher explained the

presence of and reasoning for the camera in the classroom, and asked that children

carryon with normal classroom activities. Continuous video recording of the class-

room space took place from 8:15AM to 2:05 PM. During this time, children spent

approximately 3 h and 40min in the classroom space.

The main goal of the dataset is to monitor the physical activity of the kids in the

classroom and validate the data provided by body-worn sensors. This will be

re°ected in the appearance and action labels below. There are inherent challenges in

the dataset such as changes in lighting, occlusions from other kids and furniture, and

kids staying still for an extended period of time. Figure 10 shows di®erent frames

from the Classroom dataset.

5.3.1. Training protocol

Unlike the VIRAT dataset, the Classroom dataset does not come with object tracks.

Object tracks are extracted from the classroom dataset by running ViBe.4 ViBe

classi¯es pixels of each frame in a video either as foreground or background pixels. A

connected component algorithm is then run on each frame to get sets of connected

foreground pixels. Connected components below a particular size are discarded. The

remaining foreground connected components are then overlapped across time to

form an object track. Object tracks below a length of 48 frames are discarded as the

action classi¯er requires a minimum track length of 48 frames. The tracks are then

manually annotated with their respective object and action labels. However, man-

ually annotating the tracks with object and action labels require a lot of human
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e®ort. We annotated the ¯rst 10min of the video for this experiment, accounting to

18,000 frames.

As already mentioned, each track is manually annotated with appearance, action

and trajectory labels. The appearance labels appeared in the ¯rst 10min of classroom

video in alphabetical order are arm, chair, feet, head, leg, other, people, person °oor,

person sit, person stand. Appearance labels arm, chair, feet, head, leg are self-ex-

planatory. The label other refers to tracks that appear on walls, books, roof, etc. that

may not contribute any important information to the activity levels of children.

Appearance label person refers to two or more persons. The other three labels

classi¯es a single person according to the pose (sitting on °oor, sitting on chair,

standing). These labels re°ect the goal of monitoring activity levels in children. The

annotated action labels for the tracks are > one activity, active, quiet, running,

twisting, unknown, walking. The label > one activity refers to action labels for people

tracks. As people tracks has more than one person, they are always assigned > one

activity label. The action label quiet is assigned to idle tracks and active is assigned to

tracts that are not idle. Twisting label is assigned to roof hangings (appearance

label — other) that twist with air. Unknown label is assigned to tracks whose action

labels are hard to comprehend for human annotators. Moreover, each track is labeled

with trajectory labels still, move and translate similar to VIRAT dataset.

Similar to the VIRAT dataset, we need classi¯ers to assign object and action

labels (observations) to frames of Classroom object tracks. Although simple trajec-

tory labels (still, move, and translate) are calculated based on the displacement of

the track over 48 frames (1.5 s), we do not evaluate the quality of these labels.

Fig. 10. Di®erent frames from classroom dataset.
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However, trajectory labels are used in VS to improve the performance. We employ

the same training protocol used for VIRAT dataset to assign object and action labels.

The only di®erence is that we employ three fold cross-validation as the video we are

working on has only 18,000 frames.

Once appearance, action and trajectory classi¯ers are trained, (separate) FHMMs

are trained on the appearance, action and trajectory chains using the Baum–Welch

algorithm. Consistency constraints � for the dataset were automatically inferred for

the appearance, action tuples from the ground truth. Then, these constraints are

extended manually to accommodate trajectory labels.

5.3.2. Experimental performance

On every fold of three-fold cross-validation, FHMMs are trained as described above,

and tested (1) as independent HMMs using the Viterbi algorithm and (2) as con-

sistent HMMs using the VS algorithm. The accuracy of both methods on appearance

labels is shown in Fig. 11. The performance of VS algorithm is either equal to or

better than the Viterbi algorithm on all appearance labels. The appearance label that

has the highest performance gain by using the VS algorithm is person stand. Actions

such as walking, running are consistent only with person stand appearance label.

They contributed to an accuracy increase to 36:6%
 16:4% from 28:6%
 14:7%.

Fig. 11. Performance of the VS algorithm and factorial Viterbi algorithm on appearance labels of

classroom dataset.
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Other appearance labels that have performance gains from using VS are arm, other,

people. The performance gain of the appearance label people can be attributed to it

being consistent only with action label > one activity. Similar observations can be

inferred for other labels too. Although appearance labels such as chair, feet, head, leg

are consistent with only one action label quiet, VS algorithm did not improve their

accuracy as action label quiet is consistent with all appearance labels except people.

The overall accuracy of VS algorithm on appearance labels is 75:4%
 9% compared

to the accuracy of 73:8%
 8:8% for Viterbi algorithm.

The performance improvement of using VS algorithm when labels are highly

constrained is evident by its performance on action labels as shown in Fig. 12. The

overall accuracy of Viterbi algorithm on action labels is 59:7%
 3:4% whereas the

accuracy of VS algorithm is 81:5%
 5:7%. Action label active has the highest gain

by using the VS algorithm (4:5%
 6:3% to 85:2%
 11:6%). Action classi¯er mis-

classi¯ed most of the active labels as quiet. However, trajectory labels can easily

distinguish between these two. Action label active is only consistent with trajectory

label move whereas action label quiet is only consistent with trajectory label still and

vice versa. So, trajectory labels can easily distinguish between action labels active

and quiet. The same arguments hold in the case of action labels running and walking.

Fig. 12. Performance of the VS algorithm and factorial Viterbi algorithm on action labels of Classroom

dataset.
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The second highest performance improvement is in > one activity label

(4:4%
 3:4% to 64:6%
 16:4%). The reason for this increase can be attributed to

the label being consistent only with appearance label people and vice versa and the

high accuracy of appearance classi¯er on label people (61.9%).

As VS algorithm optimizes the tuple information by applying consistency con-

straints, the tuple labels bene¯t the most from VS algorithm as shown in Fig. 13. The

performance of the tuple constraints increase from 50:02%
 1:8% to 74:9%
 9:8%

when VS algorithm is used instead of Viterbi. The tuple (feet, active) gained the

highest performance gain from VS algorithm (8:4%
 8:4% to 94:4%
 5:6%). The

original labels had highly accurate appearance labels but highly inaccurate action

labels. Most of the action labels were misclassi¯ed as being quiet. However, the

trajectory label is move that is only consistent with action label active. So, appear-

ance and trajectory labels together correct the misclassi¯ed action label. Similarly,

other tuple accuracies increased due to the interplay between appearance, action,

trajectory labels and consistency constraints.

Fig. 13. Performance of the VS algorithm and factorial Viterbi algorithm on tuple labels of classroom
dataset.
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6. Conclusion

The task of describing unlabeled videos in natural language creates a new variation

of an old problem. The old problem is information fusion across multiple, dependent

sources in time series data. The new variation is the availability of consistency

constraints that veto certain combinations of states (e.g. trees cannot walk). This led

us to re-examine the venerable Viterbi algorithm within the relatively new frame-

work of Bayesian networks as Segre varieties. The result is a new algorithm, the VS

algorithm, that incorporates consistency constraints between sources within an

FHMM model.

Experiments are performed on both synthetic and real data. Synthetic data are

generated by varying the percentage of inconsistent states and the percentage of

observation error. The VS algorithm is compared to other models, namely FHMM,

FCHMM and BCHMM. The VS algorithm performs better on synthetic data than all

the other models, followed by FHMM, FCHMM and BCHMM. The VS algorithm is

then compared to its closest competitor, FHMM, on the VIRAT and classroom

datasets. This experiment suggests that the VS algorithm performs better than

FHMM on real-world data, too. The VS algorithm is able to outperform the com-

petition because it incorporates language-based consistency constraints that other

algorithms cannot. Conveniently, VS can integrate consistency constraints at run

time that were not available during training.
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Appendix 1

Algorithm. Viterbi Algorithm Initialization
Input: Decoupled states: S;

Cartesian states: S⊗;
Vector of Prior Probabilities π̄;

Output: An array that projects a vector from cartesian state space to decoupled
state space: ρ;
An array to maintain the max probability path score to end at very state:
SEQSCORE;
An array to recover the path of most likely state sequence: BACKPTR;

1: Initialize a ρ array of size |S| × |S⊗|
2: for i = 1 to S do
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Appendix 2

3: for j = 1 to |S⊗| do
4: if Si ∈ S⊗

j then
5: ρ[i][j] = 1
6: else
7: ρ[i][j] = 0
8: end if
9: end for

10: end for
11: Initialize a SEQSCORE array of size |S| × T

12: Initialize another BACKPTR array of size |S| × T

13: for c = 1 to C do
14: for i = 1 to |S(c)| do
15: j = decoupledStateIndex(S(c)

i )
16: SEQSCORE[j, 1] = π

(c)
i

17: BACKPTR[j, 1] = 0
18: end for
19: end for
20: return ρ, SEQSCORE, BACKPTR

Algorithm. Viterbi Step
Input: SEQSCORE; BACKPTR; λκ; t; Ot

Output: SEQSCORE, BACKPTR

1: for c = 1 to C do
2: for i = 1 to |S(c)| do
3: m = decoupledStateIndex(S(c)

i )
4: SEQSCORE[m, t] = 0
5: for j = 1 to |S(c)| do
6: k = decoupledStateIndex(S(c)

j )

7: l = observationIndex(O(c)
t )

8: score = SEQSCORE[k, t − 1] ∗ A(c)[j, i] ∗ B(c)[i, l]
9: if SEQSCORE[m,t]≤score then

10: SEQSCORE[m,t] = score
11: BACKPTR[m,t] = i
12: end if
13: end for
14: end for
15: end for
16: return SEQSCORE, BACKPTR
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